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President's Message:  Many thanks to Walt Bittle for 
his thorough, fascinating chronology of events leading to 
the firing on Fort Sumter. The details involving the 
inevitable first blow of the conflagration, which was to 
last four long, and painful years were clearly spelled out 
in his splendid presentation. The handout was 
appreciated and obviously represented Walt’s 
painstaking research. One has to wonder how and 
where it would have started if it weren’t for that 
incident. It is great to have you back with us again, 
Walt, if only briefly. Hope to see you every year. 
 Thanks also to the Friday Gibson Ranch 
volunteers. We had more than enough to take the school 
kids around and I thought the presentations were 
excellent. Also, many thanks to those who served at our 
information table. It’s a shame that the Sunday program 
was spoiled by bad weather. I hope those of you there on 
Sunday didn’t get too wet. Also, thanks to John Nevins 
for his organizational talents and for helping to bring 
The Hunley there. You looked good on TV, John. The 
Friday television coverage was excellent but why nothing 
in the Bee? 
 See you June 8th for the long awaited presentation 
on Fort Alcatraz by John Martini. 
 
NEXT MEETING!!! June 8th at 7:00PM at the 
Hofbrau on the northeast corner of El Camino 
& Watt Ave. Come early for dinner and 
conversation. John Martini will give a 
presentation on Fort Alcatraz. 
 
SEE UPCOMING PROGRAMS ON PAGE 3.  
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Treasurer’s Report: 

The cash balance following the May 11, 2005 meeting was $1,041.21.  
Thanks to members and guests, the raffle brought in $75.00. 
George W. Foxworth, Treasurer. 
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Month Speaker Topic 
June John Martini Fortress Alcatraz 
July Paul Ruud Lincoln Assassination 
August Open  
September George Beitzel  Lincoln at Ft. Stevens and Presidential Military Exp. 
October Ray Bisio To the Edge of Greatness:  Meade at Gettysburg 
November Open  
December Maurice Mitchell Reconstruction 
 
A Report on the 7th Annual Gibson 

Ranch Re-Enactment 
By George W. Foxworth 
The National Civil War 

Association (NCWA) kicked off their 
2005 re-enactment season on May 
6-8 at historic Gibson Ranch in 
Elverta, California.  The theme was 
“Return of the Hunley.”  The NCWA 
is a private non-profit organization 
that uses “living history” to help the 
public to better understand the 
American Civil War.  By portraying 
the manner in which the soldiers and 
civilians lived, worked, fought, and 
died during the Civil War era, the 
NCWA hopes to keep alive the spirit 
and sacrifice made by the men, 
women, and children of that time. 

On February 17, 1864, the 
submarine H.L. Hunley attacked the 
warship Housatonic in the harbor of 
Charleston South Carolina.  The 
Housatonic sank in a few minutes 
and the H.L. Hunley never returned 
to port.  Its location remained a 
mystery for 136 years. 

In August 2000, the H.L. 
Hunley was raised from the harbor.  
The H.L. Hunley is now the property 
of the United States Government 
and is on permanent  loan to the 
Hunley Commission in South 
Carolina.  The Commission created 
an exact replica and California was 
picked as the first tour of the replica.  

Staffed by members of the 
Hunley Team, the replica brought a 

wealth of knowledge on one of the 
remarkable events in American and 
world history.  Through the efforts of 
John Nevins, Gibson Ranch County 
Park had the honor to be the site of 
the Hun ley’s first stop on the tour. 

On May 6th, Friday, the 
NCWA and Gibson Ranch hosted 
over 2,900 students from 
Sacramento area schools.  The 
Sacramento Civil War Round Table 
(SCWRT) served as tour guides for 
the schoolchildren.  On May 7th and 
8th, the SCWRT hosted an event 
booth. 

The following SCWRT 
members participated with the 
schoolchildren:  George Beitzel, 
Joan Beitzel, Roy Bishop, Walt Bittle, 
George W. Foxworth, Al Geiken, 
Don Hayden, Edie Keister, Dennis 
Kohlmann, Jim Middleton, Paul 
Ruud, Brad Schall, Bob Williams, 
and Susan Williams.  In addition, the 
following SCWRT members worked 
in the event booth:  Walt Bittle, Ken 
Dalpe, George W. Foxworth, Don 
Hayden, and Edie Keister.  Finally, 
John Zasso, John Nevins, Ed Sims, 
Bernardo Buenrostro, and Dudley 
Albrecht attended.  Many thanks to 
the volunteers and attendees. 

On May 8th, we were 
drenched all day with a cold and wet 
rain.  However, the morning battle 
continued even with the rain and the 
re-enactors were excellent.  
Unfortunately, there were few public 
attendees for the day.  As a result, 
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the re-enactment was ended at 
11:30 am just after the battle. 

Gibson Ranch is a 
Sacramento County Park with rolling 
and grassy hills that allow excellent 
views of the battlefield and camps.  
The site accommodated the camps, 
horses, cannons, soldiers, civilians, 
and other attendees.  In addition, the 
slight slope of the hillside gave an 
excellent view of the entire 
battlefield. Because of the H.L. 
Hunley, the 2005 NCWA kick-off 
event was a complete success and 
the NCWA and Gibson Ranch are 
commended for their great work.  We 
look ahead to the 2006 event. 

 
Elderhostel to Antietam 
At last month’s meeting, I 

mentioned the Elderhostel 
organization as a great resource for 
continuing education for seniors, 
irrespective of their particular area of 
interest.  The site is 
www.elderhostel.org which will bring 
up links to the programs this group 
coordinates in the U.S. and many 
foreign countries.  I believe that the 
qualifying age is 55 or older, but I 
sense that most of our group 
probably meets that criterion.  
Elderhostel coordinates the 
programs, publishes both a hard 
copy and on line catalogue and 
handles all of the payments, 
reservations, etc.  The actual 
program at the respective sites is 
managed by a local sponsor, 
unusually a college, university or 
other non-profit organization. 
  I will be leaving this Friday for 
a one week service program at 
Antietam National Battlefield.  In this 
instance, the local sponsor is the 

Shepherd’s Spring Outdoor Ministry 
Center in Sharpsville, Ma.  So, 
obviously one of the several projects 
this center sponsors is assistance 
with maintaining the Antietam 
Battlefield site.  Several years ago, I 
spent a service week working 
through Elderhostel under the 
sponsorship of a community college 
in western Montana.  In that case, I 
was able to live in and help restore 
historical buildings in Virginia City, 
the original territorial capitol of 
Montana. 
  This will be my 9th Elderhostel 
program.  Others that were directly 
related to the Civil War, but did not 
involve doing service work, were 
“Grant’s Overland Campaign” held in 
Richmond; “Jackson in the 
Shenandoah Valley”, sponsored by 
Virginia Commonwealth University 
and located at Natural Bridges, Va. 
and most recently Sherman’s Atlanta 
Campaign sponsored by Dalton 
State College and held at a beautiful 
mountain retreat just north of Atlanta. 

All of these sessions were five 
nights and six days and involved 
field trips to many battlefields.  
Instructors have always been 
excellent, including representatives 
from the Virginia Military History 
Assoc., a faculty member from VMI 
and a professor from Kennesaw 
State.   Some programs are devoted 
entirely to topics on the Civil War; 
others share the billing with related 
topics not necessarily touching 
directly on the war.  For example, the 
“Atlanta Campaign” shares the 
program with social historians who 
discuss the cultural history of 
Appalachia.  I usually travel alone, 
as my wife is not as into history as I 
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am, and I have always found great 
companionship among the people 
that I meet during the week. 

I typically research a program, 
the site, lodging etc. as best as I can 
on line before signing up.  I have 
never had a bad experience and 
enjoyed some very nice facilities and 
excellent food.  Other programs I 
have experienced have been hiking 
in Big Bend National Park, hiking in 
the Lauration forests of Quebec, 
cycling in Nova Scotia and 
experiencing the culture and history 
of New Orleans. 

It’s a great way to see some 
country and experience one’s 
interest in history close up. 
Richard Sickert, SCWRT member 
 
An Overview of Anglo–American 

Relations during the Civil War 
The Confederacy's principal 

goals in foreign policy were to obtain 
diplomatic recognition and material 
assistance from European countries. 
The Union's main diplomatic 
objective was to prevent this. In the 
end, the South failed to achieve 
diplomatic recognition or British aid 
in breaking the Union blockade. But 
foreign assistance and sympathy did 
contribute in a modest way to the 
Confederate war effort. Both the 
Union and the Confederacy focused 
their diplomatic activities primarily on 
Britain, the world's foremost 
industrial and naval power whose 
lead other nations would follow.  

On April 19, 1861, President 
Lincoln proclaimed a blockade of 
Confederate ports. By 1863, the 
Union navy had built up its force 
sufficiently to make this blockade 
effective, seriously curtailing the 

export of cotton and the imports of 
war matériel the agricultural South 
needed to supply its armies. But 
when, in 1861, the blockade was still 
little more than nominal, Southerners 
pursued one of their objectives by 
placing an embargo on cotton 
exports, reasoning from what has 
been termed "the King Cotton 
illusion." Aware that textiles were the 
most important industry in Britain 
(and almost as important to the 
economy of  France) and that 80 
percent of Britain's raw cotton came 
from their fields, Southerners 
believed that by withholding the 1861 
crop from export they would compel 
British intervention to break the 
blockade in order to obtain cotton. 
They miscalculated.  

The 1859 and 1860 cotton 
crops had been so large that British 
mills had enough on hand to carry 
them into 1862, and the war boom in 
arms trade and shipping to both the 
Union and the Confederacy took up 
part of the slack in the British 
economy caused by a slowdown in 
textiles. In any case, the world's 
richest and most powerful nation was 
not likely to submit to economic 
blackmail. Moreover, many working-
class leaders and their middle-class 
allies in Britain sympathized with the 
Union, thinking it was fighting for 
democracy and the dignity of labor 
against a society dominated by 
slaveholders. After the Emancipation 
Proclamation, it became even less 
likely that Britain would side with the 
South. Confederate diplomats tried 
to convince British leaders that the 
Union blockade in 1861-1862 was so 
“leaky” that under international law it 
should be considered a "paper 
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blockade" and therefore illegitimate. 
Such arguments fell on deaf ears.  

As a naval power, Britain 
relied on blockades in time of war 
and did not want to create an 
antiblockade precedent that might 
boomerang on the Royal Navy in a 
future conflict. Hence the British 
government recognized the Northern 
blockade as legal, and British 
blockade-runners seized and 
confiscated by the Union navy could 
expect no help from their 
government. One crisis associated 
with the blockade, however, almost 
ruptured relations between the 
United States and Britain: the “Trent 
Affair”. On November 8, 1861, the 
USS San Jacinto, Captain Charles 
Wilkes, stopped the British steamer 
Trent on the high seas near Cuba 
and detained James Mason and 
John Slidell, Confederate diplomats 
on their way to London and Paris, 
respectively, to seek diplomatic 
recognition. The British government 
considered this a violation of 
international law and demanded an 
apology and their release. Public 
opinion in the North and in England 
rose to fever pitch while the Rebels 
watched with high hopes that a war 
would break out between Britain and 
the United States. But President 
Lincoln and Secretary of State 
Seward cooled the crisis by 
releasing Mason and Slidell and 
admonishing Captain Wilkes, and 
Britain dropped the demand for an 
apology. 

Confederate hopes for 
diplomatic recognition rose again in 
the summer of 1862. Southern 
armies were on the offensive, having 
won several small battles in 
Tennessee and two big ones in 

Virginia. This convinced some 
European leaders that the North 
could never conquer the South. And, 
too, the cotton shortage was 
beginning to hurt. The British and 
French governments discussed the 
possibility of jointly offering to 
mediate a peace on the basis of 
Confederate independence, planning 
to recognize the Confederacy if the 
Lincoln administration rejected the 
offer. 

As Southern armies invaded 
Maryland and Kentucky in 
September 1862, European 
governments awaited the outcome. 
When Union forces turned back the 
invasions at Antietam and Perryville, 
Britain dropped the idea of 
mediation. As things turned out, this 
was the closest the South came to 
gaining diplomatic recognition. 

One other issue exacerbated 
Anglo-American relations. 
Confederate agents, namely the 
highly proficient CSN Commander 
James Bullock, contracted with 
private British shipyards to build fast, 
sleek warships to prey on American 
merchant vessels. This was a 
violation of British neutrality laws, but 
forged papers and lax British 
enforcement allowed some five of 
these ships to put to sea. Two of 
them, the CSS Alabama and CSS 
Florida, sank or captured over one 
hundred American merchant ships. 
Union protests did not stop these 
and other commerce raiders from 
putting to sea, but did prevent the 
culmination of an even more 
egregious and dangerous violation of 
British neutrality. In 1863, the John 
Laird shipbuilding firm in Liverpool 
built for the Confederate navy two 
iron-clad warships fitted with seven-
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foot iron spikes at their prow for 
ramming enemy vessels. Designed 
for use against the blockade, these 
powerful ships would surely have 
occasioned a diplomatic breach 
between Britain and the United 
States if they had gone to sea. At the 
last minute, however, the British 
government seized and impounded 
them, and later purchased them for 
service in the Royal Navy. 

In this as well as other 
diplomatic crises, the painstaking, 
skillful efforts of the U. S. 
Ambassador to Britain, Charles 
Francis Adams (son and grandson of 
the presidents), did much to ensure 
the success of Union foreign policy, 
which in turn played an important 
role in Northern victory. 

During the Civil War, careful 
diplomacy avoided what could have 
been a dangerous situation for both 
countries. British policymakers were 
pulled in two directions. On the one 
hand, the American conflict 
suggested a not unwelcome 
outcome of permanent division of the 
United States into two nations, 
forever rivals with one another, and 
therefore less a threat to Britain 
especially since that outcome would 
ensure cheap cotton supplies for 
their textile industry. On the other 
hand, if that did not happen, and a 
victorious Lincoln administration and 
its successors harbored deep 
resentments against London for 
attempting to take advantage of the 
Civil War, a very bad situation could 
develop. For a time, the issue of 
Anglo-American relations hung in the 
balance. 

When it appeared that London 
would allow British shipbuilders to 
supply the Confederacy with two 

armored rams that could break the 
Union blockade, Ambassador 
Adams, warned the British foreign 
secretary, Lord John Russell, that if 
the rams sailed, "It would be 
superfluous in me to point out to your 
Lordship that this is war”. The rams 
did not sail, and after the Civil War 
Britain paid the United States $15.5 
million* to settle the “Alabama” 
claims, compensation for damages 
done by ships that had been allowed 
to sail before Russell intervened. 

Regretfully, the British leaders 
kept the rebel’s hopes up for 
recognition and intervention much 
too long. That was indeed the only 
real hope that the Confederacy really 
had for a “victory” and they might, 
just might, have chosen to end the 
war, perhaps as much as two years 
earlier, had that not been the case?  

 
* This $15.5million was for direct 
losses only. Charles Sumner, 
Chairman of the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee estimated that 
British aid and implied commitments 
to the Confederacy had, in fact, 
prolonged the war by two years at an 
indirect cost to the U. S. of some 
$2.2 billion. He suggested that the 
British should relinquish Canada to 
the U. S. for compensation. His 
thoughts were summarily rejected by 
the claims commission!  
 
References: “Diplomacy during the 
American Civil War” by D. P. Crook, 
(1975);  
“Britain and the War for the Union” 
by Brian Jenkins, (1980). 
“Great Britain and the Confederate 
Navy”, by F. J. Merli, (2004) 
                                                                                      

Bob Williams: 5-20-05 
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